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‘Learn by doing’
STEVE PIERCE/Mustang Daily
Tonja Pederson (left) and Heather Gregg take advantage of two of the Craft Center's pottery wheels.
Prowler spotted 
at Crandall Gym
‘Man’s face’ seen in shower window
By Monique McCarty
Staff Writer__ ______________________
A voyeur was reported peer­
ing into the women’s showers at 
the Crandall Gymnasium locker 
room on Tuesday afternoon, ac­
cording to Public Safety.
“I was is my bathing suit rins­
ing down before class and I 
thought I saw a person,” said Jill 
Beliveau, human development 
senior. “So, I stood there for a 
second watching. All of a sudden 
a man’s face appeared in the 
window. He saw me and jumped 
away.”
ITie incident occurred shortly 
at 12:08 p.m., Beliveau said.
“I was shocked and worried,” 
Beliveau said. “I was more con­
cerned with other people, but I 
did not want to make a scene. If I 
did that, I figured he would get 
awj^ for sure.”
Inere was no one else in the
showers, but there were a lot of 
faculty and students changing 
clothes, Beliveau said.
“I told (my instructor) and she 
called Public Safety immediate­
ly,” Beliveau said.
“This happened last spring, 
too,” said Stacey Tiner, a Rec 
Sp>orts aqua aerobics instructor.
Officer Richard Lara arrived 
at Crandall shortly after noon, 
but a search yielded no suspect, 
said Public Safety Investigator 
Mike Kennedy,
According to Kennedy, the 
suspect is a white male in his 
early 20’s with brown hair. He 
was wearing a red shirt when 
last seen, Kennedy said. The 
suspect is not considered 
dangerous, he added.
“This is something that hap­
pens on campus,” Kennedy said.
“Guys have a tendency to do this, 
See VOYEUR, page 11
Farm er’s Market fee increase upheld by Council
By Kevin Dalrymple
Staff Writer___________ Citizens’ challenge to higher rates falls flat at meeting
On Tuesday night the City 
Council heard protests but 
declined to reconsider its recent 
approval of the BIA’s rate in­
crease for Farmer’s Market non­
profit booths.
“The increase is a severe 
hardship for most of us,” said 
Georgia Sanford, who distributes 
Socialist party literature at the 
market.
After hearing five statements 
regarding the issue. Councilman 
Bill Roalman, who voted with fel­
low member Peg Pinard against 
the increase, looked to the 
majority to “move on this.”
The comments did not alter 
majority opinion.
“My sentiments have not 
changed,” Vice mayor Penny 
Rappa said. “I don’t want to 
micro-manage BIA’s activity.”
After similar explanations by 
Councilman Jerry Reiss and 
Mayor Ron Dunin, the original 
decision was not presented for 
repeal.
Also at the Tuesday meeting, 
the council passed a resolution 
allowing owners of The Village 
senior housing project to 
withdraw from a rent subsidies 
program.
The council had to decide 
Tuesday if the property was 
designated to provide low-cost 
housing.
D iscussion centered  on 
whether Section VIII housing
“I don’t want to 
micro-manage BIA’s 
activity.”
Penny Rappa 
SLO  Vice Mayor
was an integral part of the 
project when The Village con­
verted from student to senior 
housing in 1986.
Under Section VIII of the 
1974 Housing Act, The Village 
was providing units at below- 
market value cost for individuals 
who qualified.
Council members Peg Pinard 
and Jerry Reiss recalled such a 
provision, but believed it was 
never written down.
In August, The Village sent 
letters to affected tenants in­
forming them the management 
would not be renewing their 
housing contracts at the lower 
rate.
At the time, 15 people were
affected by that decision. Since 
then, ten have moved.
Also on Tuesday, the council: 
— voted to abandon Mill 
Street between Broad and 
Nipomo Streets.
The move allows Mission Col­
lege Preparatory and Old Mis­
sion Grammar School to gain 
title to the street.
Councilman Roalman voted 
against it, saying he preferred a 
policy which would allow the city 
to retain title of the street while 
permitting the school to expand.
A spokesperson from the 
school said it would be difficult 
for the school to borrow money 
for construction on a tract of land 
that the school would not own 
under that option.
Arianna Huffington speaks to Cal Poly class
By Kelly Gregor 
Staff Writer________
In this, the year of the woman, what is 
it like to be the wife of a conservative can­
didate for Congress?
Arianna Huffington should know.
“I hope every year is the year of the 
woman,” she said, “but the year of the 
good woman.”
Huffington, wife of Republican can­
didate Michael Huffington, spoke to 
political science professor Carl Lutrin’s 
American and California Government 
class Wednesday morning.
Huffington came to the U.S. in 1980 
and married Michael in 1986. They left 
the oil industry of Texas and moved to 
Santa Barbara in 1988.
Arianna Huffington is not new to the 
political scene. Born in Athens, Greece,
she has a degree in economics from 
Cambridge. She spent several years lec­
turing in England about political leader­
ship, the subject of the second of five 
books she has written.
Huffington told Lutrin’s class there is 
a crisis in todays political leadership.
“There is a lack of courage among 
political lieaders,” she said. She accused 
today’s leaders of making promises based 
on what they think the public wants to 
hear,
Huffington also criticized politicians 
who prop>ose expensive solutions to social 
problems.
“The solution to problems is not to 
throw money at them, but by local invol­
vement,” she said. “The volunteer spirit in 
America is healthier than any country I 
know.”
Huffington said her husband’s op­
ponent, Gloria Ochoa, supports big spena-
ing.
“That leaves a propensity tor 
bureaucracy to expand,” she said.
Being fiscally conservative but socially 
caring is what her husband has to ofTer, 
she said. “Gloria Ochoa is not such a 
leader.”
Huffington said the old system of 
leadership is not working, but even so, 
that hasn’t brought many leaders to intro­
duce changes.
“They say the definition of insanity is 
doing the same thing again and again and 
expecting different results. You could say 
the same thing about some politicians.”
Huffington said she appreciated the 
opportunity to speak to students.
“My favorite thing is being with stu­
dents, people who are young and whose 
minds are still open,” Huffington said.
Arianna Huffington
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Kuwait’s Parliament election Herschensohn’s new ads 
results in landslide victory attack Boxer’s bad checks
KUWAIT (AP) — Government critics woke up to some­
thing of a shock Tuesday — a landslide victory in 
Kuwait’s first parliamentary elections in seven years.
Seven loosely allied opposition groups and independ­
ent candidates captured 35 of the 50 Parliament seats. 
Most of the 15 solid seats for the government came from 
the ruling al-Sabah family’s traditional supporters in 
tribal areas.
It was unclear how much power the opposition will be 
allowed to wield. The ruling family ignored previous par­
liaments in choosing a Cabinet to run government agen­
cies and dissolved the previous Parliament in 1986.
But the election indicated that the country — or at 
least the male elite allowed to vote — agreed. Only about 
81,500 “first-class citizens” who can trace Kuwaiti an­
cestry to 1921 could vote.
Tokyo sexual harrassment 
situation is a ‘typical’ one
TOKYO (AP) — Female employees at a major Tokyo 
brokerage chose an unusual way to protest after some 
male co-workers spied on them while they were bathing 
during a recent company outing.
Instead of stock prices, workers at Yamaichi Securities 
Co. found their computer screens carrying an angry mes­
sage from the women, a company official said Wednes­
day.
“Dear colleagues at all branches: ... Ten (male 
employees) stood with their faces pressed against the 
window, naked, and peep>ed inside when we female 
employees were taking a bath. This is unforgivable!” the 
official at Yamaichi, the nation’s fourth-largest 
brokerage, quoted the message as saying.
The case was typical of the behavior many women face 
in Japan’s male-dominated society. Shots of men bursting 
in on all-female communal baths are a staple of Japanese 
television.
The unusual protest, reported in the national 
newspaper Asahi, reflects a growing awareness of sexual 
harassment and a willingness among female workers to 
fight back against sexual advances and other demeaning 
treatment.
SACRAMENTO (AP) — Republican Bruce Herschen- 
sohn, who promised he would never attack his opponent 
for the U.S. Senate, Rep. Barbara Boxer, has begun 
broadcasting television commercials citing Boxer’s bad 
checks, missed congressional votes and taxpayer- 
financed limousine rides.
Rick Manter, Herschensohn’s deputy campaign 
manager, said Herschensohn was forced to attack his 
Democratic opponent because she has been avoiding 
debates. Manter said Boxer’s withdrawal from a debate 
scheduled Saturday on more than 40 California television 
and radio stations “was the last straw.”
Karen Orlick, a spokeswoman for Boxer, called 
Herschensohn’s commercials the actions of a desperate 
candidate, trauling Boxer by 19 to 22 percentage points in 
the two most recent statewide polls.
“Herschensohn is behind in the polls and he’s getting 
desperate,” Orlick said.
Bush urges Supreme Court to 
allow abortion clinic blockades
WASHINGTON (AP) — The Bush administration 
urged the Supreme Court on Tuesday to keep federal 
judges from stopping abortion clinic blockades, but a 
lawyer for clinic owners said that would cripple abortion 
rights.
Justice Department lawyer John Roberts Jr. said the 
administration does not defend the tactics of Operation 
Rescue members and other anti-abortion protesters who 
block access to clinics.
Deborah Ellis, representing Virginia abortion clinics, 
said removing federal court authority to issue injunctions 
against blockades would leave women without adequate 
protection.
Clinic owners would have to turn to state courts for 
help, and local police departments enforcing state court 
injunctions say they lack the resources to deal with mas­
sive demonstrations.
Ms. Ellis likened anti-abortion protesters who par­
ticipate in clinic blockades to Ku Klux Klan members 
who intimidated black students during school desegrega­
tion efforts.
ESTATE
Wilson veto limits public 
government meeting access
SACRAMENTO (AP) — Gov. Pete Wilson vetoed an 
attempt by newspaper publishers and others to expand 
California’s open-meeting law, contending the proposal 
was too costly for strapped local governments.
The Republican governor rejected bills by two San 
Francisco lawmakers that would have put new teeth in 
the Brown Act, the 39-year-old law that determines 
public access to local government business.
State lawmakers’ meetings are exempt from the 
Brown Act, which, among other things, generally re­
quires local government meetings to be held in public and 
agendas to be issued before meetings. The act affects 
thousands of agencies, including city councils, boards of 
supervisors, school districts and special districts.
Under state law, local governments have been reim­
bursed by the state for the cost of adhering to the Brown 
Act — mainly printing up agendas and distributing 
them.
But the state suspended reimbursements this year be­
cause of the state budget crisis.
“I am concerned that this bill would add substantial 
new state-mandated and reimbursable costs to local 
governments,” Wilson said in his veto message. “I would 
consider this bill another year, when there is money 
available for the state-man dated reimbursement.”
The proposals were supported by the California 
Newspaper Publishers Association, and a variety of 
good-government, labor and tax-activist groups, includ­
ing the League of Women Voters, California Common 
Cause and the California Taxpayers Association.
Among other things, the bills would have:
—Limited local officials’ ability to act on non-agenda 
items.
—Forced authorities to provide time for public com­
ment at meetings.
—Blocked voting by secret ballot
—^ Allowed the public to videotape, film or record 
public meetings, as long as there was no disruption to the 
meeting.
—Blocked officials from meeting outside their jurisdic­
tions, except under certain circumstances.
—Required meeting notices to be provided in advance 
to the public and media, including notices for meetings 
that were ordered resumed following recesses.
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Health Center cuts 
silence AIDS month
Patients prioritized over seminars
By Michelle Van Der Linden 
Staff Writer______________________
Cal Poly Health Center offi­
cials say budget cuts have so 
increased their workload that 
addressing National AIDS 
Awareness Month has had to 
take a back seat to patient 
care.
Dr, Burt Cochrane, who 
chairs the Health Center’s 
Committee on AIDS and HIV 
Infections, said they are feeling 
the budget bite and “are seeing 
the same amount of people as 
before — but with less staff.”
That means doctors who 
would ordinarily be available 
for committee meetings and 
conferences are needed to a t­
tend to patients.
The AIDS committee’s objec­
tives are “to coordinate AIDS 
and HIV education on campus 
and set up programs where 
AIDS problems can be hand­
led,” Cochrane said.
But a lean budget has left 
Cochrane and his committee 
with no funding for programs 
or seminars, he said.
Marsha Bollinger, who coor­
dinates AIDS programs for the 
San Luis Obispo County 
Health Department, says she 
doesn’t think the Health Cen­
ter’s education efforts are 
enough,
“I would like to see them do 
more,” Bollinger said, “but I 
don’t know what their resour­
ces are. College students are at
risk and information needs to 
be given to them on how to 
avoid the disease.”
Bollinger said she sent in­
formation throughout the coun­
ty requesting participation in 
AIDS awareness activities and 
programs, but said the Health 
Center did not respond,
Cochrane said he never 
received the information.
Awareness within the coun­
ty and the communication of 
accurate information jibout the 
disease are some of the Health 
Department’s goals, according 
to Bollinger,
“I think the school, as well 
as many others, consider AIDS 
to be a gay disease,” she said. 
“Most college students don’t 
believe they are at risk, but 
they are.”
Cochrane said there are 
members of the campus com­
munity who are HIV-positive.
Bollinger said she was 
surprised when a female stu­
dent asked if more than ten 
sexual partners within six 
months was a lot.
“Unprotected sex with mul­
tiple partners is a high risk ac­
tivity,” Bollinger said. “Sex 
with one person is also risky if 
you do not know their sexual 
background.”
The Health Center has lost 
nearly $1 million in funding 
over the last two years.
More than a bike repair shop
Craft Center improves with more space and services
Bv Kellv Grecor namental horticulture iunior, able.y y g
Staff Writer_________________________
A series of improvements and 
new additions to Cal Poly’s Craft 
Center have given it more room 
and equipment and give students 
a chance to act out the clay scene 
from the movie “Ghost.”
One of the most often used 
spots in the center, the clay area, 
has been revamped with new 
pottery wheels and more storage. 
This change is due in part to 
popular demand.
“Ever since the movie ‘Ghost,’ 
more and more women are 
throwing pottery,” said ceramics 
instructor Darin Hershberger 
said.
The changes also include a 
new bicycle repair room with 
repedr equipment, stands and 
bicycle supplies. “It’s one of the 
best self-repair facilities in the 
UC and CSU systems,” said 
Craft Center Manager Rusty 
Lemon,
Most of the work in the center 
began last winter and was com­
pleted in the spring. Lemon said.
Along with the movie buffs 
and bikers, a younger crowd has 
also been turning to the Craft 
Center,
A summer day camp for 
children of Cal Poly faculty, staff 
and students taught many kids 
the art of ceramics, painting and 
jewelry making, among other 
crafty ventures. Lemon said he 
plans to run camp sessions again 
this winter.
Lemon and other Craft Center 
employees hope to get away from 
the misconception that it is just a 
place to make posters, “It’s really 
multifaceted,” Jason Stafford, or­
j
said. “Anyone with any creative 
notion who wants to vent it can 
come in.”
About 150 students use the 
center on an average day. Lemon 
said p>eople don’t realize how 
many facilities the center offers 
or how many classes are avail-
C lasses offered include 
stained glass, bicycle repair, 
woodworking, jewelry making, 
ceramics and photography. Most 
classes are six-week sessions and 
cost from $25 to $45.
Sec CENTER, page 11
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Ag engineering junior Ben Stedman fixes bike in Craft Center shop
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I nearly lost both of my 
parents at the age of 10. They 
weren’t almost killed in a car 
wreck, plane crash or fire. I near­
ly lost my parents to fear — fear 
of the truth.
I decided at 10 when I real­
ized I was gay that I could never 
tell my parents. If I were to tell 
them they would hate me, cut me 
off, and never want to see me 
again. I decided to simply put my 
life on hold during high school. I 
would go off to college and start 
my real life separate from my 
parents, and after I had finished 
college and didn’t need my 
parents any longer for financial 
security, then, maybe, I would 
tell them.
The scary part is that this is 
almost how my life turned out. I 
nearly successfully pushed my 
family out of my life. I nearly 
convinced myself that I didn’t 
need my parents, my disposable 
parents.
When I look at the lives of 
some of my gay and lesbian 
friends I see how my life might 
have been, and it scares me. 
Greg said he wouldn’t tell his 
parents before he graduated 
from college because he needed 
their financial support. Two 
years after graduation, financial­
ly independent Greg still hasn’t 
told his parents that he is gay. 
He lives three hundred miles 
away, talks to them on the phone 
once every three months, and 
sees them in person maybe twice 
a year. They’ve never met Ed, his 
boyfriend of three years. They 
must wonder what they did to 
make their son so distant.
Another friend, Lisa, explains 
that she can’t tell her parents be­
cause she loves them too much. 
She says that because she and 
her parents share such a close 
relationship, she couldn’t stand 
to damage the relationship and 
hurt them. I question how 
genuinely close they are if Lisa’s 
parents don’t even know their 
daughter.
I empathize with Greg and
By Daniel R. Grieb
Lisa. I understand why they 
don’t want to tell their parents. 
No one ever knows how parents, 
friends or other family members 
will react to learning that he or 
she is gay, lesbian or bisexual; 
but this lack of knowledge does 
not warrant not telling. Greg and 
Lisa are not'responsible for their 
sexual orientations, but they are 
responsible for dealing with it. In 
their inaction, they are not deal­
ing with the truth. Every day of 
waiting makes it easier not to 
say anything. The lies become al­
ternative reality. However, they 
should realize that they are 
responsible for losing their loved 
ones.
If you are gay, lesbian or 
bisexual and fear telling those 
you care about the truth about 
yourself, your fears  are 
legitimate. Many have suc­
cumbed to the negative program­
ming society has imposed upon 
them. Many think that being 
homosexual or bisexual is wrong, 
perverted, and immoral, and 
they will undoubtedly continue 
to think this way if we don’t 
make an effort to change their 
beliefs. Why should trying to for­
give their ignorance be enough 
when we could possibly eradicate 
it?
When I told my dad Fm gay 
the truth dealt our relationship a 
blow which it wasn’t strong 
enough to take. My parents are 
divorced and my dad lives in 
Idaho, so I don’t see him very 
often. He maintains that he 
doesn’t want to hear about "that 
part of [my] life.” He is waiting 
for me to outgrow the “phase.” 
I’ve tried to explain that being 
gay is much more than a phase, 
yet he finds the truth too offen­
sive. I hope that someday he will 
accept me as a gay son, but, if he 
doesn’t, I derive some comfort 
from knowing I tried to let him 
share a part of my life.
The first person I told that I 
was gay was my mom. I feel for­
tunate that something drove me 
to tell her the truth. She was 
w illin g  to le a rn  ab o u t
homc«exuality and reappraise 
her life in terms of what it means 
to have a gay son. Mom and I 
have re-established our relation­
ship and removed the rift which 
formed during my years of 
silence and distance. Friends 
often tell me that Fm lucky to 
have such an open and accepting 
mother. In many ways, I agree 
with them. I am lucky; but I can­
not overlook that it took my 
honesty and the challenge to my 
mom’s prejudices for her to be 
able to change and know, accept 
and love me.
All of us possess the power to 
change relationships based on 
lies to ones that are honest and 
open. It may seem unfathomable 
having pushed friends and fami­
ly away for so long, but I know 
that it is a mistake to try and 
push people away before they 
can do the same to you. We hold 
a great deal of responsibility for 
the quality of relationships we 
foster with others. Recognizing 
that responsibility is the key to 
improving our relationships with 
our friends and families.
It is time to value ourselves 
enough to want acceptance for 
who we are. I once thought that 
my parents might be disposable. 
Fm glad I discovered that losing 
the love of my parents and 
friends is shameless waste.
Sunday, Oct. 11, is National 
Coming Out Day, which com­
memorates the 1987 March on 
Washington for Gay, Lesbian and 
Bisexual Rights. The purpose of 
this day is for members of the 
gay, lesbian and bisexual com­
munity to take pride in their 
sexual orientation and disclose it 
to at least one person in their 
lives. I hope that you will join 
and support me and my friends 
from the Gays, Lesbians and 
Bisexuals United this Sunday, 
Oct. 11, in an experiment in 
truth.
Daniel R. Grieb is an English 
senior and is also the secretary of 
Gays, Lesbians, Bisexuals United 
on campus.
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Life Chain article called ‘unfair’
I am writing in response to 
the coverage of the Pro-Life 
rally this past Sunday. I felt 
the reporter painted a very in­
accurate and unfair picture of 
the Pro-Life view.
First of all, I thought it very 
strange, the picture of the child 
holding up a “Keep Abortion 
Legal” sign. What kind of mes- 
.sage is this supposed to be? Is 
it saying that abortion is a good 
thing and is beneficial to 
children? Anyone can see this 
does not make sense. If that 
child’s mother had exercised 
the “right to abort,” that child 
would not be here to hold that 
sign.
Furthermore, why didn’t the 
reporter ask him why he was 
there? But instead, to create an 
ill supported Pro-Life picture, 
the child who was holding up 
the Pro-Life sign was asked, 
and the 6-year-olds answer 
was, “I like to hold the sign.” 
Give me a break, if you had 
asked the other kid he would 
have said the same thing.
I also want to address the 
Cal Poly Reproductive Choice 
Association’s president Reed, 
and Tteresa Wright’s comments 
about Christians trying to en­
force their religion on others. 
Religion isn’t the issue here, 
Jesus Christ is the issue. Who 
he is, who he claims to be, his 
affirmation of the Bible as 
God’s revelation to man and 
the grounds for morality, is the 
issue.
Jesus has a heart for the 
outcast, the helpless, the weak, 
read the gospels, see for your­
self. The Pro-Life movement is 
trying to protect innocent 
babies (yes, babies, at 8 weeks 
old, when most abortions occur 
a child can make a fist, jump, 
yawn, and reacts to pain.)
No, pro-choice is not “the 
freedom to control my body” it 
is the freedom to kill a child or 
not.
Christine Klevgard 
English
Is it the Daily -  or the Post?
I’m writing about the 
blatant biases shown in the 
photos and article “Pro-lifers 
protest...” (Oct. 6 Mustang 
Daily) I think the article was to 
be written about the “Life- 
Chain” Event, a pro-life rally. 
Instead, the article and photos 
both focused on a few counter­
demonstrators rather the few 
thousands of people who took 
part in the pro-life event.
The photos were the most 
blatant. Out of the thousands 
of pro-life demonstrators at the 
rally to take a picture of, you 
could only find a crazy old lady 
passing out photos of mutilated 
children, while in the same 
photo two attractive and intel­
ligent looking girls held their 
pro-choice signs and rebuked 
the crazy old bag. The other 
photo was of a child holding a 
pro-choice sign, making the ar­
ticle look like an abortion rally
instead of a “Life Chain.”
Another unfair reporting 
tactic is seen through the 
portrayal of a pro-life child 
whose sole reason for attending 
the rally was merely to hold a 
sign, while underneath the 
photo of a pro-choice child it 
reads that he boldly “stands be­
hind his cause.”
The portrayal of the facts as 
shown through the photos and 
the article is biased, to say the 
least. I’m all for the reporting 
of both sides, but when one side 
is made to look like a group of 
crazy, uneducated, religious 
fanatics, it’s unfair. I would ex­
pect this from the Washington 
Post, with a well-known bias 
and public agenda, but from 
the Mustang Daily...give me a 
break.
Todd Trevillian 
Business
Student says rush still needs work
So, the Cal Poly IFC frater­
nities are starting to adapt to 
this whole dry-rush concept. 
Well hey, that’s great...kudos 
and hats off to those who final­
ly get the point, but it’s 
depressing to see that ap­
parently some houses are fail­
ing to shirk this “Animal House 
Image” that discredits the rest 
of the IFC.
In reference to a house’s 
rush chairman’s quote in an 
Oct. 5 article, it seems that 
fraternities’ condoning of al­
cohol abuse may be on the way 
out, but that promoting sexism 
is still a great way to “get the 
guys out” to rush. As an alter­
native “form of entertainment,” 
this house decided to plan a 
real-live strip show for their 
potential members.
It bugs me that in an edition
of Mustang Daily teeming with 
articles regarding the power of 
women and the respect that 
they deserve, we come face-to- 
face with such blatant de-valu- 
ing of the female spirit. Ap­
parently this house’s hope is 
that “today’s prospective frater­
nity member is looking 
for...brotherhood, lead er­
ship,...philanthropic oppor­
tunities,” and the periodic 
chance to hoot over some 
female dancer’s nudity.
“Animal House” came out in 
1978, when most of us were in 
elementary school. Cal Poly’s 
fraternities had better stop ac­
ting like 8-year-olds, or they’ll 
continue to earn that reputa­
tion.
Eric Bauer 
Mathematics
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June ruling strips Poly of 1991 soccer wins
Use of ineligible player 
erases best season ever
Ry Cam Inman
Sports Editor
In a decision handed down in 
June and not made public until 
Tuesday, Cal Poly’s men’s soccer 
team was forced to forfeit all of 
last season’s games because it 
used an ineligible player.
Cal Poly, which posted its best 
season ever last year and earned 
a trip to the NCAA Division II 
Final Four, was told four months 
ago that it had to forfeit all 23 of 
its games because the grade- 
point-average of defender Danny 
O’Brien’s was below the con­
ference mandated 2.0 minimum.
Because O’Brien played with 
under a 2.0 Cal Poly GP/^ he vio­
lated a California Collegiate Ath­
letic Association rule, which 
CCAA Commissioner Tom Mor­
gan said resulted in Cal Poly for­
feiting all of its games.
The news of the forfeits was 
not a complete shock to players 
and head coach Wolfgang 
Gartner.
“I heard a few things, but 
nothing concrete until now,” said 
Cal Poly midfielder Chris 
Corona. *We still have the pla­
ques and memories.”
First word of the forfeits was 
reported in Tuesday’s Los An­
geles Times. A Page 7 article on 
college athletics stated in one 
sentence that Cal Poly had to for­
feit all of its 1991 games at the 
end of last season.
Gartner said he first heard of 
the forfeits from that article, al­
though he later sadd that he 
knew a few days ago that Cal 
Poly was appealing the decision.
When approached Tuesday for 
a comment on the case, Gartner 
replied, “We didn’t forfeit. Who
says that?” But later in the inter­
view, he added, “The first time I 
heard about it was when I was 
reading the newspaper this 
morning.”
Mustang players said they 
had heard rumors that someone 
was ineligible on last year’s 
team, but they did not know of 
the forfeit decision until Tues­
day.
“I can see from your new- 
shound point of view that we’re 
trying to cover something up, 
and we’re not,” said Cal Pol/s 
faculty athletic representative 
Mike Wenzl, who served as the 
university’s liaison in this case 
with the CCAA.
Wenzl attributed the delay in 
making the case public because 
Cal Poly was appealing the 
decision. Wenzl said his last ef­
fort to reverse the CCAA’s 
decision came last weekend at a 
conference meeting, where 
CCAA officials stuck to their 
original decision made in June.
“We found out (about the for­
feits) after the season was over 
and made an appeal,” said 
Wenzl. “We felt we had to chal­
lenge and the challenging proce­
dure takes a long time.”
“This isn’t something out of 
the ordinary. Sometimes those 
things (appeals) are rather 
lenghty,” said John McCutcheon, 
who took over as Cal Poly’s 
Director of Athletics in June.
According to Morgan, there is 
no appeal process and it was a 
done deal in June.
“The (CCAA) rule says that if 
a player does not have a 2.0 GEA 
and plays for his team, all games 
must be forfeited, including 
NCAA (non-conference and 
playoff) games, because that
N'
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player must abide by his con­
ference’s, rules which are also 
NCAA rules,” Morgan said in a 
phone interview Tuesday night.
Cliff McCrath, the NCAA’s 
secretary editor of the men’s and 
women’s rules committee, con­
firmed Wednesday that the 
NCAA will follow the CCAA’s 
decision and record Cal Poly’s 
1991 record as 0-23.
The “extremely minor viola­
tion,” as Wenzl put it, was dis­
covered after the season ended 
when Cal Poly’s athletics depart­
ment was told that O’Brien’s Cal 
Poly GPA was below a 2.0. Wenzl 
said the university immediately 
reported O’Brien’s status to the
Braves win 13-5 to take 2-0 series lead
ATLANTA (AP) — Oh, what 
pitching. Atlanta has it all. Oh, 
what hitting. The Braves own 
that, too.
Steve Avery on the left, John 
Smoltz on the right, 20-game 
winner Tom Glavine ahead of 
them. Everywhere the Pirates 
look, they see trouble. They’re 
playing the best team in baseball 
and they certainly kx)k second- 
best to the Braves in the Nation­
al League playoffs.
Pittsburgh finally ended 13 
years without a big inning in 
postseason play, but the four
Major League Baseball
American League Plavoffs
,  W«d., O cl 7
Oakland (Stewart 12-10) at TororKo (Morris 
21-6), 5:26 p m.
Thur., O c l •
Oakland (Moore 17-12) at Toronto (Cone 4-3) 
5:37 p.m.
S al, O ct 10
Toronto (Key 13-13 or Guzman 16-5) at 
Oakland (Darling (15-10), 12 p.m.
Sun., O ct 11 
Toronto at Oakland, 1:10 p.m.\
Mon., O ct 12
Toronto at Oakland, 1207 p.m., it necessary 
W ed, O ct 14
Oakland at Toronto, 12:07 p.m. or 5:26 p.m., if 
necessary
•niur., O ct 15
Oakland at Toronto, 5:37 p.m., if necessary
National League Plavoffs
Tuea., O ct •
Atlanta 5, Pittsburgh 1, Atlanta leads series 1-0 
Wed., O ct 7
Atlanta 13, Pittsburgh 5, Atlanta leads series 2-0 
Ffl, O ct »
Atlanta (Glavine 20-8) at Pittsburgh (Wakefield 8- 
1) 5:37 p.m.
S a l, O ct 10
Atlanta at Pittsburgh, 5:37 p.m.
S u a , O ct 11
Atlanta at Pittsburgh, 5:37 p.m., » necessary 
Tuee., O ct 13
Pittsburgh at Atlanta, 5:37 p.m., if necessary 
W ed, O ct 14
Pittsburgh at Atlanta, 5:26 p.m., if necessary
meaningless runs in the seventh 
came after Atlanta was well on 
its way to a 13-5 victory Wednes­
day and a 2-0 lead in the best- 
of-7 series.
Now the Pirates face the ace 
of the Atlanta staff, Glavine, in 
Game 3 Friday night in Pit­
tsburgh.
The Braves’ run total tied the 
record for most in a league cham­
pionship series game.
Avery continued a record run 
of shutout pitching with six 
scoreless innings and Ron Gant 
hit a grand slam as the tail end 
of Atlanta’s lineup continued to 
torment Pittsburgh.
Only two of the 10 teams to 
trail 2-0 in the NL playoffs have 
rallied to win the series.
Avery extended his playoff 
scoreless streak to a record 22 
1-3 innings to break Ken 
Holtzman’s mark of 18 innings 
for the Oakland Athletics in 
1973-74. The streak was stopped 
by Lloyd McClendon’s RBI 
double and Jose Lind’s two-run 
triple as Avery tired in Pirates’ 
four-run seventh.
Counting the playoffs, Avery 
is 6-0 the last two seasons 
against the Pirates, who again 
received very little production 
from big guns Andy Van Slyke 
and Barry Bonds, a combined 1- 
for-8.
The bottom end of the Braves’ 
order had six hits and drove in 
seven of their eight runs. Mark 
Lemke had three hits and 
Damon Berryhill two.
Brian Hunter, a .500 hitter
against Jackson, singled behind 
third to start the Braves’ second. 
Gant walked and Berryhill 
singled home Hunter.
Gant moved to third and Ber­
ryhill to second when Gold Glove 
left fielder Bonds’ throw home 
was 10 feet off the plate.
Lemke, a .226 career hitter, 
singled to make it 2-0 and raise 
his {xistseason average to .354. 
Six of Lemke’s seven playoff hits 
have come with runners in scor­
ing position.
Avery helped himself with a 
long sacrifice fly that scored Ber­
ryhill and Jeff Blauser chased 
Jackson with a run-scoring 
triple. Jackson allowed four runs 
and four hits, and walked two in 
1 2-3 innings.
In the fifth, Otis Nixon 
singled. Blauser and David Jus­
tice walked ahead of Gant’s 
second playoff homer and the 
fourth grand slam in the NL 
playoffs.
The Pirates got their first big 
inning in postseason play since 
1979 in the seventh.
Bonds led off with a single 
and scored on McClendon’s 
double one out later. Don 
Slaught walked and Lind tripled, 
scoring two more runs. Lind then 
scored on a wild pitch by Avery.
A five-run seventh enabled 
the Braves to tie a playoff record 
for most runs in a game.
FILE PHOTO
A CCAA ruling ruined Cal Poly’s much celebrated 1991 season.
CCAA, which decided in June 
that Cal Poly had to forfeit its 
games.
O’Brien scored below a 2.0 in 
his first year at Cal Poly, trans- 
fered to Santa Rosa Junior Col­
lege where his overall GPA rose 
to 2.7 and he then returned to 
Cal Poly. But since O’Brien 
played with a Cal Poly GPA still 
under 2.0, he was ineligible, 
Wenzl said.
Gartner blames Cal Poly’s ad­
missions office for telling him 
before the season that O’Brien 
was cleared to play.
“They (Cal Poly) were 
colaberating with the system,”
said Gartner. “Institutionally, 
soccer is not fairly supported 
here.”
Gartner said he knew the 
university was appealing the 
decision, but added that the only 
official notification he received 
was that the NCAA took one 
year of eligibility away from 
O’Brien.
“I’m glad we’re leaving the 
CCAA at the fastest, earliest 
time,” said Gartner, whose team 
as well as Cal Poly’s 16 other 
sports are scheduled to move to a 
hew conference if a change to 
Division I status is approved for 
the 1994 season. “I’m glad we’re 
leaving this kind of stuff.”
Momentum carries Poly 
in win over San Jose St.
By Brad Hamilton
Staff Writer
Last weekend, the Cal Poly 
women’s volleyball team had to 
travel to Utah to snag a pair of 
victories and pull out of its 
three-game slump.
The Mustangs merely walked 
onto their Mott Gym court Tues­
day night to beat San Jose State, 
15-12, 15-5, 11-15, 15-9.
Cal Poly head coach Craig 
Cummings said the Mustangs’ 
momentum left over from the 
weekend helped the team defeat 
the Spartans for the second time 
in 12 matches and the first time 
since 1988.
“It’s a challenge in team 
sports to pull together in tough 
times,” Cummings said. “Last 
weekehd we played real well and 
it sure helped with our momen­
tum and getting the team 
together.”
Phenomenal is how Cum­
mings described the play of Mus­
tang Tiffany MacLennan, who 
was playing against her older 
sister Erika MacLennan for the 
first time in her career.
Both sisters are defensive 
specialists for their teams and 
both are walk-ons. The two were 
on the court for a limited time 
together during the match, but 
Erika did serve to her sister the 
only chance she had.
“Before the game it felt weird 
(playing against her sister), but 
once the game started it was just 
another game,” Enka MacLen­
nan said.
“She tried to shake me up 
(with the serve), but it did not 
work,” Tiffany MacLennan said.
In the first game. Cal Poly 
took advantage of a number of 
San Jose State’s errors and went 
on a 10-point run behind the ser­
ves of Jennifer Jeffrey, MacLen­
nan and Shannan Meixsell.
The second game exemplified 
the whole night for the Spartans.
“We started slow and never 
got into it,” San Jose State head 
coach John Corbelli said. “I ex­
pected the team to do a whole lot 
better. I felt we were evenly 
matched.”
His team had twice as many 
service errors, 20, as the Mus­
tangs.
The Spartans victory in game 
three resulted from big hits by 
Cristin Rossman and Jennifer 
Gross. Rossman led the Spartans 
with 17 kills. Gross had 14 kills.
San Jose State watched its 7-3 
lead transform into an 11-11 tie 
before they surged for the next 
four straight points.
The Mustangs denied any pos- 
siblity of a Spartan comeback by 
jumping to a 11-4 lead in game 
four. San Jose State rallied 
before Jeffrey pommeled one 
down from the backcourt line to 
seal the victory.
Cal Poly next hosts Fresno 
State on Monday at 7:30 p.m.
M u s t a n g  Da » y
Parks look for stable funding from  M easure D
Cal Poly dorm residents can vote on establishing 
a parks district in county’s unincorporated areas
By Jodi Ross
Staff Writer _____
Children playing tag and ribs 
barbecuing nearby are common 
sights at Cuesta Park on Satur­
day afternoon. But if Measure D 
doesn’t pass, some say these 
scenes might become a thing of 
the past.
Measure D, if passed, would 
establish a parks district in the 
county’s unincorporated areas, 
according to Nanci Gallagher, of 
Friends of San Luis Obispo 
County Parks and Recreation 
District.
It would also assure the coun­
ty’s parks a stable source of 
funding, without adding any new 
taxes or increasing current taxes, 
Gallagher said.
The measure, which will ap­
pear on the November ballot, can 
only be voted on by residents in 
unincorporated areas. That in­
cludes Cal Poly students living in 
the dorms.
The net cost to the county for 
running the parks district would 
be $42,580, Gallagher said. The 
measure would assure that funds 
are used stnctly for county 
parks.
Gallagher’s group was created 
to support Measure D and fight
the budget cuts county parks 
have suffered. Last year, the 
county parks budget was cut 3 
percent and has already received
fire departments and police 
departments — the first things 
that are taken away from us,” he 
said.
Debby Lyon, also with Friends 
of San Luis Obispo County 
Parks, said no money will be 
transferred from the road fees 
and Measure D will simply stabi-
a 5 percent cut this year, accord- |jj,e funding at its current level, 
ing to Gallagher. Gallagher said her group’s
Opponents claim that $1 mil- jg “stabilize funding and
lion of road fees will be trans- keep existing parks in opera- 
ferred into the parks district. tion.”
This would create “just one
more bureaucracy,” said George Those opposing the measure 
Layman, a member of Citizens are concerned with a possible 
for Honest Representation. loss of budget flexibility if
Layman said parks should not Measure D passes. Funds would 
be a main concern right now be locked into the parks budget 
with the shape the economy is in, and would not be able to be used 
“We need to build our where additional money is 
economy and worry about our needed.
Cuesta Park is only one of 
many parks that will be affected 
by Measure D. El Chorro Park 
Lopez Lake, county beaches 
county golf courses and other 
county facilities also tie into the 
measure.
Gallagher said it seems unfair 
that only residents in the unin­
corporated areas can vote on 
facilities that are used by all. 
She wants to see all residents in 
the county voting on the issue.
None of the arguments in 
favor of Measure D will be in­
cluded in the sample ballot book­
let, according to Gallagher, Be­
cause of this, proponents will 
lose 5 percent to 10 percent of 
the vote, she said.
Stumping in Chumash
STEVE PIERCE/Mustang Daily
City Council candidate John Lybarger stands up to make a point during Monday night’s open forum.
ISDN allows quicker 
access to computers
By Jackie Jones 
Staff writer
The day when students watch 
a lecture from their own home is 
almost here, according to David 
Grant, director of Cal Poly’s 
Inter-Servicing Digital Network 
(ISDN).
ISDN is a computer service 
network brought to Cal Poly two 
years ago by Pacific Bell. With 
ISDN, users can call up Cal 
Poly’s computer system and ac­
cess on-line information, but 
with greater speed and more 
capabilities than currently avail­
able systems, like the IBM-based 
ADC system.
Many students currently use
personal computers and modems 
at home to access Cal Poly’s com­
puters.
Anything that a home com­
puter with a modem can do, the 
ISDN system can do faster. 
Grant said.
“The buzz word here is speed,” 
he said. “The ADC system is so 
slow that it would be more con­
venient to get in your car and 
drive to Cal Poly.”
Grant said ISDN is about 32 
times faster than ADC, and with 
ISDN, the phone line does not 
get tied up.
The uses for this system are 
endless, he said.
“I used Cal Poly News Net- 
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Program Schedule
Start Monday Tuesday W ednesday Thursday 1 Friday 1 Saturday Sunday Start
Time 91 News 8am, 9am,and 5 p m fo r1 5 m in  W eekday 91 News | Time
1am
2am
Khanh Steve
Oda
Rodeo Rob Allan Emily Jello Jim
West
1am
Claire Ethan 2am
3am 3am
4am Ed Craig Stephanie Zeke
Fisher
Dudley Do 
Wright
David
Simpson
4am
5am Elisha 5am
6am 6am
7 am Patty
O' Furniture
Morning Missile 
w / Mark & Sherman Tank
Radio Verite 
w /Charlie A.
Go Back to 
Sleep w/Joe
David Arenas Vomit for 
Breakfast 
3 kegs later
7am
8am 8am
9am Tornado James
Paasche
Gordo Tally Guido 9am
10am Purple Tufted 
Larry
Betsy Boo 10am
11am Ken K Mr. Lucky Mike
Funk
11am
12pm Sumaya Joe H 12pm
1pm
2pm
3pm
Alex Holly Angel Squeezer Esther Miles & Steve 1pm
Revival of 
Com m unism
Lynette 2pm
Muxter Kali Cyndi Gap 3pm
4pm Neal Sporin 
& John
Chameleon Liz Aloe Marshmallow
Man
4pm
5pm Christy Skaboom
(Ska)
Cover Charge Sportstalk 5pm
6pm (New Release) Im ports Burnt Dog 
Blues Lounge
Hardcore 
w/ Scotty
Aztian Revival 
w / El Alacran 
(Lat-Tex-Mex)
6pm
7pm
8pm
Sumthin' for 
the Eardrum 
(Rap)
Current Affairs Rhythm & 
Roots w/R.C. 
(Reggae)
7" 's 7pm
Maximum 
Exposure 
w/ Spock
Indie Hour New Wave 
Mania 
w / Amy K.
Saturday by 
Request
8pm
9pm Scizophrenia
(Ambientechno)
Screening
Room
9pm
10pm Shades of No Speed Clark 10pm
11pm Blackness Sublab
(Industrial)
Limit (Metal) WEFUNK(Funk Scott P. Flight 91 
Playhouse 91
11pm
12am (R &  B) Allan Soul.HipHop) 12am
City Council Meetings every 1st & 3rd Tuesday at 7pm. BBC News weekdays at 6am & 7am.
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Toad concert review: 'A ll I Want'... is a chair
Hyperactive crowd too much for band
By John Hubbell
News Editor
Saturday night’s Tbad the Wet 
Wet Sprocket concert in 
Chumash Auditorium made me 
feel rather old, and I’m only 20.
Maybe it was when Tbad 
stopped in the middle of “Walk 
on the Ocean” to implore fans to 
stop squishing those in front. Or 
maybe it was before that, when 
opening act M arvin the 
Mandolin Man stopped to do the 
same.
Let’s pause here. I just said a 
man strumming a mandolin 
almost caused injuries. What 
happened?
Let’s just call this “Attack of 
the Killer Teenagers.”
While 'Ibad put on a fast- 
paced and tightly-executed show, 
the Santa Barbara band’s 
performance was largely lost in 
one of those B ea tles-a t- 
Candlestick-Park crowds.
They were just a little too 
enthusiastic. And I suspect they 
were, for the most part, a few 
month’s short of getting their 
driver’s licenses.
Some credit must go to ASI 
Concerts for having “festival 
seating,” which allowed the 
squishing problem to occur 
easily. They had about 3,000 
staffers there, but not enough 
strategically placed to avoid 
people becoming scrunched. 
Chairs would have been nice too.
and there wasn’t one in the 
place.
Still, it wasn’t all their fault. I 
suspected we were in for trouble 
when the Mandolin Man worked 
the crowd into an early 
strumming frenzy.
Most of the audience was a 
party on wheels in search of a 
soundtrack. I could have sang an 
a cappella version of “The Beer 
Barrel Polka” and received the 
same reaction.
The crowd’s ebullience didn’t 
faze Toad, which put on an 
energetic and spirited show, 
almost worthy of the enthusiasm 
it received. Though Toad’s 
repertoire hasn’t expanded much 
since their show last year at The 
Graduate, it was nice to hear 
them flawlessly belt out their 
songs, especially “Nightingale’s 
Song,” “Hello” and “All I Want.”
They’re a pleasant band 
structured around above-average 
lyricism and a nice mixture of 
chord twists. They know their 
formula works, and they stay 
with it.
Lead singer Todd Nichols 
occasionally tried to address the 
audience, but he simply talked 
too fast.
Prom Bruce Springsteen to 
F ra n k  S in a tr a ,  v e te ra n  
entertainers know about all you 
can say onstage are simple 
things in a slow and rhetorical 
manner, e.g. “Evbody feelin’ all 
right?” and “Wanna rock?”
W i
SHERRY GURTLER/Mustang Daily
Toad the Wet Sprocket played at Chumash Saturday, while zealous fans squished people in the front.
Nichols hasn’t learned that 
yet. I swear I heard him say 
something about rabbis, Velveeta 
Cheese, Amnesty International 
and there being some tables out 
in front of Chumash.
Fm still not sure what he said. 
All I know is I wasted a few 
minutes looking for the rabbi so I 
could sign a petition to get my 
free cheese sample.
Free cheese would have been 
nice on a night when the band 
was good but the elements
worked against them.
If ASI Concerts put one of 
those “You must be THIS tall...” 
signs at the door, it might have 
cut down on the number of times 
“The Mandolin Man” or Nichols 
had to remind us that “this isn’t 
Lollapalooza” and “you don’t 
have to be an asshole to have a 
good time.”
The majority in attendance 
did seem to have a good time, but 
if a Poly concert can skid to a 
halt in the middle of some fierce
mandolin strumming, ASI better 
rework the blueprint for the next 
show.
Maybe it’s me.
Maybe I’m getting old.
But I don’t like thinking 
“Damn kids!” about people 
nearly my age who just couldn’t 
resist to squish to the sound of a 
mandolin.
We can do better next time.
Comedian comes to cut it up off the cuff
By Elizabeth Magill
Staff Writer
Some may dream of becoming com­
edians -  making people laugh for a 
living -  when they grow up, but for 
Keith Robinson, the dream has become 
a reality.
Robinson is performing in Chumash 
Auditorium on Oct. 10.
The show, sponsored by ASI Special 
Events, is one in a long list of perfor­
mances Robinson has given.
He also has appeared on such com­
edy shows as Comedy Central, MTV 
Half-Hour Comedy Hour, Evening at 
the Improv and Showtime at the Apollo.
Talent scout for Special Events, Cliff 
Cate, said he was pleased with Robin­
son’s experience and performances.
“He’s hilarious and it will be a great 
show for anyone who shows up,” he 
said.
Courtssy ASI Robinson said in a press release that 
Kolth Robinson performs st Chumssh Auditorium. wanted to make people laugh
since he was a youth.
After watching a “Young Comedians’ 
Special” on television, he decided he 
could “do that.”
Robinson said he was driven by chil­
dhood dreams of entertaining people 
and making them laugh and not by 
dreams of to money or success.
Robinson took the stage for the first 
time at The Comedy Factory Outlet in 
Jan. 1984. He was funny, the audience
Robinson has appeared on 
such comedy shows as 
Comedy Central, M TV Half 
Hour Comedy, Evening 
at the Improve and 
Showtime at the Apollo
laughed and he was hooked.
Robinson said he also realized that 
being funny was very serious business
and a ton of hard work.
He quickly started to work the “hot” 
venues, honing his skills as he went.
Rarely writing down his material, 
Robinson said he prefers to go by in­
stinct and the situation.
Now the “good things” are beginning 
to happen, Robinson said, and he is 
recognized as a rising star by the 
toughest audiences of all -  his peers.
Cate said he’s looking for a maxi- 
mum-capacity crowd this weekend, as 
the show will be making them roll in 
the aisles.
Cate added the ASI Program Board 
also is responsible for booking movies 
and the entertainment for Thursday’s 
activity hour.
Keith Robinson performs at 8 p.m. 
Ticket prices are $5.50 (advanced) and  
$6.50 (door) for students and $6.50 (ad­
vanced) and $7.50 (dtxir) for the com­
munity.
Advance ticket sales will he sold only 
at the A SI ticket office.
Blues Society show smokes SLO veterans building
By Carissa Wreden 
Staff VVntef_________
I t  w asn ’t 
i« packed into a 
dingy, smoke- 
filled room, but 
S a t u r d a y  
night’s blues 
extravaganza
at the SLO Veterans Memorial 
Building overcame its sterile 
atmosphere by filling the air 
with deep, powerful music from 
Luther Tucker and Billy Boy 
Arnold.
The San Luis Obispo Blues
Society’s dance concert opened 
up with the modem sounds of 
Mark Hummel and Soul Sur­
vivors. The Soul Survivors 
sparked up lively tunes with an 
upbeat, danceable feel, backed 
by Hummel’s solid blues har­
monica.
The night progressed as 
T ucker jo ined  Hummel 
onstage. Tucker’s guitar style, 
billed as “hard-line Chicago,” 
invoked scenes of smoke-filled 
clubs. Backed by the Soul Sur­
vivors, Tucker’s performance 
was soulful and emotional.
The treat of the evening was
the surprise appearance of Kim 
Wilson of The Fabulous 
Thunderbirds.
According to Kevin Shaw, 
president of the Blues Society, 
“He heard about what we were 
doing here and wanted to be a 
part of it.”
Hummel graciously gave up 
the stage to Wilson, who took 
over on harmonica and vocals.
Wilson’s impromptu perfor­
mance was nothing short of 
“fabulous”. His strong voice 
and gift for harmonica infused 
the spontaneous jam session 
with an energy that filled the
hall.
The true highlight of the 
evening was Billy Boy Arnold. 
A rnold tra n sp o r te d  h is 
audience back in time to the 
1950s and 60s, the era when 
his music came of age.
Arnold’s tunes had a 
straightforward charm, talking 
about simple things like “get- 
tin’ my baby out by the 
bushes.”
Arnold’s moaning, bluesy 
harmonica set toes tapping. 
'Tbgether with Tucker’s guitar 
and the Soul Survivors’ back­
ing, Arnold completed a suc­
cessful blend of old and new 
blues songs.
Following Arnold’s perfor­
mance the audience, though 
tired and ragged from dancing 
the soles off their shoes, hooted 
and hollered for an encore.
Arnold obliged, and together 
with Tucker still going strong 
on guitar, the pair held the hall 
in a time warp once more.
Even though the air was 
clean, you could almost see 
smoke filling the room, but this 
time it came from the heat of 
the music blazing through the 
hall.
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Newly-released Blade Runner: a partial success
Director's cut is visually appealing but science-fiction classic's storyline falls flat
By Kevin Dalrymple
Staff Writer
If there are any films that 
need to be seen on the big 
screen, the newly-released 
director’s cut of Ridley Scott’s 
Blade Runner is one of them.
'Ibn years after its initial 
release, Blade Runner is a film 
that needs little introduction.
Its status as a science-fiction 
classic -  already established by 
its fantastic visuals -  was 
secured in the booming years of 
the home-video revolution.
Set in a grimy, overcrowded 
Los Angeles in the year 2019 
(nothing’s changed), its visual 
depiction of the future is its 
biggest asset.
Automobiles have taken to 
the sky, flying past enormous 
electronic billboards displaying 
Coca-Cola logos.
Below these, teeming mas­
ses line the streets, which ap­
pear to be one big, black- 
m arket bazaar. Refinery 
towers belch fireballs into the 
night.
In this darkness where it’s 
always raining, Los Angeles 
seems to have turned from its 
Hispanic traditions to become a 
truly Pacific Rim city -  more 
Asian in its character. A Hong 
Kong gone haywire.
Picking through this urban
collapse in the manner of an al­
coholic detective is Deckard 
(Harrison Ford), a “blade-run­
ner” whose job is to eliminate 
“replicants.”
Replicants are the result of 
genetic engineering perfected. 
'They are manufactured people 
who look and act just like 
humans.
Made by the 'lyrell Corpora­
tion to live four years, they are 
even implanted with memories 
of a childhood that never hap­
pened. Replicants are used in 
the dangerous occupations of 
colonizing and mining other 
planets.
In Blade Runner, four 
replicants, led by Batty (Rutger 
Hauer), have rebelled against 
this drudgery by committing 
spaceship mutiny and have 
returned to Earth to appeal to 
'lyrell for more life.
Deckard’s search is the focus 
of the story.
'This new director’s cut has 
eliminated the previous voice­
over narration by Ford’s 
character and changed an en­
ding that did not seem to 
belong to the rest of the movie.
But even with these chan­
ges, it’s easy to wonder what 
would have become of Blade 
Runner had some of the effort 
put into set design had been 
rechanneled into story develop­
ment.
For all its artistic success. 
Blade Runner falls flat as a 
story.
'I'he audience is asked to ac­
cept the iirgency of Deckard’s 
“manhunt,” even though it 
knows the replicants are due to 
die soon.
'There are many situations, 
like Deckard’s journey into a 
bar (where tequila drinks in­
clude a dozen worms), when 
the film drifts in its own 
smoke-filled air. Apparently, 
the antismoking campaign lost 
momentum somewhere.
Characters seem to be put in 
places for the sole purpose of 
characterizing the surround­
ings of this new world, without 
adding any dimension to them­
selves.
In its own melancholy way. 
Blade Runner reaches for 
themes and seems to pose 
questions.
How will humanity be 
defined if science ever develops 
androids that are so difficult to 
distinguish from humans?
Will the uniqueness of 
people be stomped out on the 
path of advancing technology? 
Is urban collapse inevitable?
Blade Runner doesn’t offer
any answers, and maybe it was 
not meant to. 'The film makers 
have created a version of the 
future, but have not appealed
C ourtesy o f Palm Theatre
to avoid it.
Like many of the characters, 
the movie is just there to look 
at. But what a sight it is.
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business.
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For More Info come by 
^ S K I  CLUB Table in UU Plaza
Meeting OCT 14 8pm
Chumash Auditorium • More winter trip info
LOTS OF FUN & FRIENDS REQUIRED ASI INSURANCE
WE HAVE SAN LUIS OBISPO COUNTY'S 
LARGEST SELECTION OF 
MOUNTAIN A ROAD BIKES!
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Saturday Afternoons
Three Buck Special!
JP Burger 
$3.00
Inckuiesi SaLid or Fries • Served 11:30-4:00
$ 1 ,00 B u d  D ra f t  
Sunday Night Football
Charlie's Pasta 
4.95
Includes: Salad &  San Luis Sourdough
S e r v e d  5: 00- 9:00 p m
$ 1 . O O B u d  D ra f t
It only happens at CJwrlie's Bar Gnil!
Oso if Monterey Streets • 541-1888
S to  t o s  o s o s
198 SOUTH ST. 2179 lOTH ST. 
543-4416 528-5115
[ I ]  . ' * « [ ^ 0 3  0
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t- 'f.
Q u ie t, P riv a te  S tu d io s
iro m
$ 3 9 5 . 0 0
per month
CALL 543-5028
Complete
sports
coverage.
♦
A ll the city 
and campus 
news.
♦
Calvin and 
Hobbes.
♦
Oh so 
much more.
The Daily
Smart paper. 
Smart school.
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Big new s... but not big enough
Apply now for Cal R)ly 
Homecoming’s Laugh Olym- 
pics. Clubs can enter a team of 
10 people and must register by 
Friday, Oct. 12, at the Alumni 
House. The registration fee is 
$10.00.
Applications for registration 
for the Homecoming parade 
also can be picked up at the 
Alumni House and will be ac­
cepted up to 10:30 a.m., Oct. 
17, at the comer of Monterey 
and Osos.
“Black and Brown -  A Day 
of Expression, A Meeting of 
Two Cultures," a Latino and 
African American poetry read­
ing, will take place Tuesday, 
Oct. 13, from 2-4 p.m., at Back 
Stage Ihzza. There will be a 10 
percent discount on all pizzas 
bought during the event.
Midnight Rider, Roadside 
Attraction and Bob and Wendy
will perform at a fund-raising 
and educational benefit concert 
being held Sunday, Oct. 11, at 
T.A.’s Cantina.
The concert is being held to 
raise money to support the re- 
election of David Blakely. A $5 
donation will be requested at 
the door. For further informa­
tion, contact Steve Kindel or 
Maria Brousse at 546-0518.
The American Lung Associa­
tion of Monterey, Santa Cruz 
and San Luis Obispo Counties 
present their fifth annual 
“Afternoon of Jazz,” Sunday, 
Oct. 11. The concert runs from 
1:30 p.m. to dusk.
Acts include contemporary 
artist Brian Hughes, Los An­
geles based Polyhedra, local 
group Zzah and the A1 Betito 
Trio featuring Kelly Rose.
Tickets are $13.00 in ad­
vance and $15.00 at the gate.
Wine, food and soft drinks 
available. No ice chests will be
allowed in.
For more information, 
David Haney at 528-7514.
call
World renowned violinist 
Pinchas Zukerman and pianist 
Marc Neikrug will open the 
new Great Performances Series 
for Cal Poly Arts on Monday, 
Oct. 12. The 8 p.m. concert will 
take place at the Church of the 
Nazarene in Pismo Beach.
Z u k e rm an  is  know n 
throughout the world for his 
musical genius and is equally 
acclaimed as a violinist, violist, 
conductor, teacher and cham­
ber musician.
Neikrug, an associate of 
Zukerman for 16 years as a 
sonata partner, has recorded a 
repertoire with Zukerman 
which includes S tra u ss , 
Schumann and Mozart.
Tickets are $25.00 to $50.00 
for the public and $20.00 to 
$45.00 for students and 
seniors. Call 756-1421 for more 
information.
\
The musical “Sweeney Tbdd” 
is a tale of greed, lust and mur­
der. A fiendish barber gives his 
customers a close shave. They 
are never heard from again.
T h is  H a llo w e e n -ty p e  
melodrama is being presented 
by The G reat American 
Melodrama and Vaudeville in 
Océano. The show runs 
through November 15.
Following “Sweeney Tbdd” 
each evening is the “Moon and 
S tars Vaudeville Revue.” 
Refreshments are available at 
the Melodrama bar.
For ticket information call 
489-2499.
The Fourth World Quartet, a 
jazz-fusion band with a 
Brazilian flair, will appear in 
concert Tuesday, Oct. 13, in the 
Cal Poly Theatre.
The 8 p.m. concert is a part 
of the Cal Poly Arts World 
Music and Dance Series.
The group will be joined by 
jazz guitarist Jose Neto and 
Gary Meek on sax and 
keyboards.
Tickets for the show are 
$15.00 and $13.00 for the 
public and $13.00 and $15.00 
for students and seniors. All 
seats are reserved.
Courtssy of Lunacy Productions
South Bay based Small Tribe plays underground grooves at activ ity hour in the U.U. today at 11 a.m.
For more information, call 
756-1421.
Music Department faculty 
member Frederick Lau will 
give a flute recital Friday, Oct. 
9, in the Cal Poly Theatre. He 
will be accompanied by fellow 
faculty member and pianist 
William T. Spiller.
Lau has performed with a 
number of orchestras and 
chamber groups, including the 
American Wind Symphony, the 
University of Illinois Contem­
porary Chamber Players and 
the Hong Kong Philharmonic 
Orchestra.
Tickets for the 8 p.m. show 
are $10.00 and $8.00 for the 
public and $6.00 and $4.00 for 
students. For reservations call 
756-1421.
C O N C E R T S
Ticketmaster
— Bay Area, (415) 762-2277
— Los Angeles, (213) 
480-3232
— S anta  M aria, (805) 
583-8700
hay area
□ Ozzy Osbourne, Alice In 
C hains, 10/10, Oakland 
Coliseum
□Morrissey, 10/13, Concord 
Pavilion
□Bryan Adams, 10/17, Con­
cord Pavilion
□The B-52’s, Violent Fem­
mes, 10/18, Concord Pavilion 
□The Doobie B rothers, 
10/19, Concord Pavilion 
□ Jerry  Garcia Band, 10/31, 
Oakland Coliseum 
□The Black Crowes, 11/1, 
Concord Pavilion 
□U2, 11/7, Oakland Stadium
ventura area
□Marshall Tucker Band,
10/16, Ventura Concert 
Theatre
□Patty Loveless, 10/24, Ven­
tura Concert Theatre 
□Ray Charles, 11/15, Ven­
tura Concert Theatre
los angeles area
□Ozzy Osbourne, Alice In 
Chains, 10/10, Pacific Am- 
pitheatre
□Concrete Blonde, 10/15, 
The Greek Ampitheatre 
□Morrissey, 10/17, Pacific 
Amphitheatre
□The Doobie B rothers,
10/18, The Greek Am­
pitheatre
□ T he B lack  C ro w es,
10/20,21,23, The Greek Am­
pitheatre
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Here at Cal Poly ^
Tickets on sole n o w  @  A S I Ticke t office
Adv.mkeii; $5,50 Students ^  
$6.50 General • 
@ Door $6.50 Students 2  
$7.50 Genaai
ASI Special Events <
' a;
g -B, a • A u d i t o r i
• Licensed C a p s / TE E  S hirts  $9.00-*$ 1 5 .0 0
• W o m e n s  &  M e n s  S h o rts / S o lid / M o d e rn
p rin ts  $ 1 0 .0 0 -$  1 5 .0 0
• W o m e n s  F lo ra l T a n k  D re s s /  T ig h ts /
W o r k o u t  W e a r  $ 9 .0 0 -$  1 5 .0 0
• M e n s  S h irts/  W in d b r e a k s /  H o o d e d
S w e a ts h irts  &  S u rf W e a r  
$ 1 0 .0 0 -$  1 5 .0 0
Friday/ Saturday OCT 9-10 11:00am to 4:00pm
1804 Osos Street 
805-546-9551
Across from Pete’s Soutnside & Cafe Roma
lO js s ü o m m m ex S ,  1Q Q 2
J]
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B oobtore
□ Jill Knight and the Blissters 
perform at SLO Brewing Co. 
at 9:30 p.m. for a $2 cover.
□ Human Zoo will play original 
music and covers at Back- 
stage Pizza at 2 p.m.
□ Loco Rancherò presents 
H.R., Clan Dyken and Wavy 
Gravy at 8 p.m.
□ Kenneth Hunter plays acous­
tic guitar at E arthling Book­
shop at 8 p.m.
friday, O c to b e r  9
□ A Western Front and Go 
Down Moses play at T.A.’s 
Cantina at 9 p.m. No cover 
charge with student ID.
□ SLO Brewing Co. presents 
Rock Steady Possee at 9:30 
p.m. for a $3 cover.
□ Jeff Keating brings post al­
ternative dance folk .music to 
Earthling Bookshop at 8 
p.m.
S a t u r d a y ,  O c to b e r  10
□ TA.*s Cantina presents 
KZOZ Kazi Night featuring 
Moving Violation at 9 p.m.
□ The Skydogs play at SLO 
Brewing Co. at 9:30 p.m. for a 
$3 cover.
□ Congressional candidate 
Gloria Ochoa will speak at the 
Women’s Day of Celebration 
taking place at L innaea’s 
Cafe from 10 a.m., to 6 p.m.
□ Ami Sorrell appears at E art­
hling Bookshop at 8 p.m.
S u n d a y ,  O c to b e r  11
□ Little Women and The 
S trangers play a t Loco 
Ranchero at 8 p.m.
□ Ripsters and Road Dogs play 
at Mr. Rick’s beginning at 4 
p.m.
□ Bring your instruments and 
voices to Linnaea’s Cafe for 
Singalong at 8 p.m.
m o n d a y ,  O c to b e r  12
□ T.A.’s Cantina presents the 
Guy Budd Band at 9 p.m.
□ Mr. Rick’s presents Open 
Mie Night at 8 p.m.
tuesday, O c to b e r  13
Q T.A.’s Cantina presents 
acoustic music with T.A.’s Un­
plugged at 9 p.m.
□ Mike and John play at Mr. 
Rick’s.
KCPR TOMO ALBUMS
week vnding 10/4/92
1. Overwhelming Colorfast
"Overwhelming Colorfast"
2. Singles Soundtrack
3. James Brown
"Love Power Peace "
4. Smashing Orange 
'The Glass Bead Game "
5. Throwing Muses 
"Red Heaven"
6. Darling Buds 
"Please Yourself e.p.
7. Kitchens Of Distinction 
"Death Of The Cool"
8. Mary's Danish 
"American Standard"
9. Monks Of Doom 
"forgery"
lO.Thelonious Monster
"Beautiful Mess"
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FANTASTIC SALE
previously owned
MEN'S CLOTHING by RALPH LAUREN
Friday & Saturday Oct 8th & 9th, 9AM-5PM 
Hundreds of items at very low prices 
9Ci)SlaaAtk1av>Caurt SjO 514^3^5
POLO
ART PRINT SALE
m u se u m  q u a l i t y
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CENTER
F ro m  page 3
The center is funded by ASI. 
Lemon said "any profits made go 
back into programs for the cen­
ter. “It’s a way for ASI to give
something back to the students,” 
he said.
Nicole Howard, a mat. 
sophomore taking her first class 
at the Craft Center, was happy 
with its services.
“It was fun,” she said. “I’ve 
never done this before and I just 
made my first pot.”
Future changes for the Craft 
Center include plans for a full 
line of bicycle repair components 
and a complete “greek” store 
with items for campus frater­
nities and sororities.
VOYEUR
From page 1 people aware of their own per-
not knowing it is a criminal ac- sonal safety,” he said. “This can
tion.” happen to you, me, or anyone. Be
“This incident should make cautious,”
We We still in business.
THE NAZARENE COLLEGE FELLOWSHIP PRESENTS...
JANINE TARTAGLIA
ON FRIDAY OCT. 9TH IN THE U.U 
ROOM 220-11 T012
FORMER CAL POLY "ALUMNUS OF THE YEAR" JANINE WAS A 
REPORTER-ANCHOR FOR NBC-TV IN LOS ANGELES.
I M P E R I A L  C H I N A
Cantonese & Szechuan Cuisine 
Dim Sum every Saturday 
and Sunday -r ,
î ü i t t
Open 7 Days 11:30am - 10:00pm 
Catering available 544-1668 543-1818 
667 C Marsh St. (next to Wells Fargo), SLO, CA 93401
p m ü
October Special: 
PepperoniPZu«
LARGE 16" Pizza 
Pepperoni Plus Xtra Cheese
only $ 9 9 9
Gastronomic^ 
Orgasm... 
Woodstock’s 
Does It Best
Titillate your Taste Buds...
«• Bakery-fresh Whole Wheat or WTiite Crust 
w Thick, 2^sty Sauce 
a" Mounds of Mozzarella 
O’ Mountainous Toppings
Satisfy your Needs!
«  Pumpin*Happy Hours
1/2 Price Drinks 8-11 pm Mon-Wed 
»»■ Exciting Lunches:
All-you-can-eat $3?? ♦tax 1 lam-3pm Mon-Fri 
Beer Garden E xtravaganzas  
»a* Good-time Atmosphere—WTLDemess Party Room 
»  K iller Monthly Specials an d  Group Discounts
Hot Quality, Cool Price!
Flyin’ FREE 
Good-Time Dining 
Quick Pick-Up
1000 H i g u e r a  S t .
Sun-Thur;
llam-lam
Fri-Sat:
llam*2am
-4420
f S  LARGE 16"I
¡ 1 -topping Pizza
X  Z  SC X> X Z  SB yv
only $899
LARGE 16" or i 
-  Medium 12" Pizza}
$2.00 OFF Ì
lOOO H ig u e r a  S t . 5 4 1 -4 4 2 0  i
N o t  g o o d  w it h  o t t ia r  o fTara; o o a  c o u p o a  p a r p iz z a . *  N o t  g o o d  '
Two
Medium 12” 
1-topping Pizza 
$1199
\ lOOO H igu era  St. 5 4 1 -4420I N o t g oo d  w ith  O th e r  ofTers; one coupon  p e r  p i z x a ;  _  _  .  .  _
I ____ L*1 a E ^ ^ H l______ iMJ>.fc6aMNL_________ _
W a y .
C M tW o H a
It’s midnight 
and you have 
assignments 
due in every class?
No sweat. There’s one way to get them all done: 
ClarisWorks™ software. It’s all you 
need for your Macintosh. And it’s easy to learn, 
.so it’s easy to use.
What makes ClarisWorks unique? You can 
access different functions within a single docu­
ment. Composing an essay for English Lit? Start 
with word processing, then sharjjen your prose 
with the built-in thesaurus. Publishing a news­
letter? Use the graphics toolbox to create your 
own layout. Building a forecast model for 
Economics? Powerful spreadsheet and charting 
tools make it really simple.
You can also jam through tough calculations 
with built-in mathematical functions. Organize 
a semester of notes into an awesome database. 
Even communicate information directly across 
campus^—or around the world. Only ClarisWorks 
makes it all possible. And at a mere 565K, 
ClarisWorks is a perfect fit for your Macintosh 
Classic, LC, or PowerBook.
ClarisWorks. A most excellent choice.
Free Templates!
Now ClarisWorks has templates designed Just 
for college students. Customize party invitations 
with fun clip art, organize your busy life with 
calendars and lists—even personalize your own 
database with job search information!
C L A R I S
S im p ly  p o w erfu l so ftw are . "
' 1W2 ( Ians i orportiHin AH nghis reserved ( Ians is d re|Mstered trackmdfk ol ( Ians ( orpiralKK) ('lansWctrlis and Simply posverful sohwarc are trademarks ot ( lam < orporalion All irfher prndusi names are trademarks or remstered trademarks ol their respective imners
756-5311
ElG>rral 
Bookstore
Copeland’s Sports* 
THURSDAY, OCT 8
COUPON SUE
Coupon sate m«iy be repented in future event«.
IP V.alirf lKt<>tM|k 0< I H only
L M  G e a R
TOP OF THE LINE 
BASKETBALL SHOESliuhlly irf**q If perfect in *m $10O Disc slyl*'
lf>Miu«|h Ot t H only
AIR
TRAINER SC HILe<ilf«er upper cro>^ tr.liner with >i l.irge volume eiposed Air «oie unit heel Sold in Spring '91 for $1 10 Disc style
Viiliri IfirMiHth 0< I 0 only |
R c G b o k  * :
BB4600 MID BLACK \Le.ilher upper b.isketb.tll «hoe with EVA midsole . Sold in F.ill ‘91 for $50 Discontinued style
A PAIR '
Vatliif through 0< I 0 nnly |
SPECIAL GROUP 
HIKING BOOTSSold in 1991 for $39 99 t $49 99
^^ IP VmIi«I <hrnw9h Oct B only I
H i-TEC  SIERRA LITE • 
-----------—  HIKING BOOT ;Brenthnble 100 denier nylon A | suede upper Citrn pndded enhie collnr High cnrbon lug outeote f
V«li4 iKreupli Oct B only |
COnVERSE
FOOTBALL SHOE ;
A ll s ty le «  In c lu d e s  lo p  of tO»e lin e  m o d els . LeetOter | 
v in y l A m esh  u p p e rs  w ith  re m o va b le  cleats
1 4 A PAIR *
Vehd thrnvgli Oct B owty |
TUBE SOCKS 
6 PR. PACK
2 4  inc h  le n g th  S ite s  10 to  13. |
Vat>e througli Oct B CMity
CACTUS 
METAL WOODSAll «leel shafted Cactus metal woods Choose from drivers or fairway woods
COUPON ^ 31;
U Vel<n Ihti i.ul' Ocl B only
COnVERSE
WATER PROOF LEATHER 
GOLF SHOESSpecial group, discontinued styles
IP V.iliB iKrtiwyh Oct B uely
1 0 5  LB. STA ND A RD  
W EIG H T SETIncludes (4) ? . I6> 5 A 141 10 lb st.ind.ird pl.ites $' chrome hnurled bar with collar 2 dumbbell h.indle« with collars
V.<l<a ihriivs*« O n  B <>e>y |
FLEECE SWEATS 
PANTS or CREWSSpeci.il group some slightly irregul.tr *
9 9
EACH
Q w .ir 'tit'rs t  sit«*s lim .trd  to ^tocti on h.md Advertised  m erch.irtdivr m.ty be .tv.nl.ible .il s.ile price* 
wpcc-m ng s.ite even ts  Oeqwl.ir origin.tl .md current pncr^  -ire o ffe rin g  p n ces  only .ind m.iy or m.ty not 
n.tve rea.k.)ted m <*.iiex Coupon discount eip>re<« ,it c lose  of bu^ineias 10 8 4 ? N(< de.tiers
Copeland’s Sports
9 6 2  M O N T E R E Y  S T R E E T
S A N  LUIS OBISPO
‘.1 N v\ED '0 6 THL RS ■ J‘
► \ A” \  '  Sun ’ ’ E
1 2. T h u r s d a y . Oc t o b e r  8. 1992 M u s t a n g  D a ily
A councilman in shades
SHERRY GURTLER/Mustang Daily
City Council member Bill Roalman fights bright sun to attend the Dianne Feinstein senatorial rally.
PHONES
From page 6
work, CPNN, to see every seat in 
every class available,” Grant 
said. “At the same time, I dialed 
into capture and didn’t waste my 
time hearing ’this class is full.’ 
“You can access Poly Cat and 
get every book in the California 
State system and UC systems,” 
Grant said. “Soon, books will be 
on computer disks and they can 
be pulled up on the screen.” 
Grant can also use the com­
puter to call up Audiovisual Ser­
vices to see what video is being 
played and where.
According to Grant, profes­
sionals will soon be able to work 
from their home.
“When you call my office, it 
rings there and at home.” he
said. “No one knows if I’m in my 
office or at home. Many times if I 
don’t feel like going into work, I 
can work from home.”
Already, the new business 
building has a teleconferencing 
lecture room. Students with 
ISDN can watch the lecture at 
home.
Agricultural students on a co­
op in Salinas can take general 
education through this system.
Grant sees everyone using 
this system in the future. “It’s 
just like the age of information, 
where computers became resour­
ces for everyone,” Grant said.
Roderick Fields, a mechanical 
engineering junior, uses the ADC 
system and his modem to send 
messages to faculty and staff
through electronic mail. He also 
sends global messages and com­
piles computer information.
“The ADC system is a global 
system, I mean global,” Fields 
said. “I can talk to someone in 
Japan.”
The AIX system is available to 
any student, faculty, and staff 
member of Cal Poly. Students 
need authorization from a facul­
ty member and a home computer 
with a modem.
There is no cost for the use of 
the ADC system.
The downfall to the ISDN sys­
tem is the price. Currently, in­
stallation is $220 and monthly 
charges are about $40. Grant ex­
pects that as demand increases, 
the monthly charge will go down 
to about $15.
iOOOOOP
\ The Camptoons Coupon for
[ 2 Steak Dinners should have read:
\ “Every Monday Night**
j Put your name and phone number on the back of the coupon 
I and be eligible to W IN prizes in our Monday 
I Night Drawing. I he catch? You can 
I enter on Monday evenings only.
[ 1119 Garden Street 
I S.L.O. 543-1843
M u s t a n g
DATLY
N o
W e a se ls
25% Off 1st Frame & 50% Off 2nd Frame>
Any frame in store with purchase of lenses for the some H 
See your doctor for your exam. 
Bring your prescription to:
1
< M ¿ c /ía o ís  @ pf i c a i
•Your Eyeweor Professionol*
PASO ROBLES
1306-B Pine S ired
(805) 238-5770
ATASCADERO
8300 El Comino Reel
(805) 466-5770
SAN LUIS OBISPO MORRO BAY
1028 Chorro Street 685*A Moin Street
(805) 543-5770 (805) 772-1281
M U S T A N G  D a i l y T h u r s d a y , Oc t o b e r  8. 1992 1 3
K
San
Luis
Obispo
Mayor
Ron
Dunin
When Ron Dunin was growing up in his native Poland, he lived in a time 
where people hunted wolves by candlelight. After serving in the Polish 
military, he came to America and to San Luis Obispo. H e s  been mayor 
here since 1985. ♦  Dunin is reading Mustang Daily, the only daily college 
newspaper produced entirely by students on campus. IPs free every day.
MusmNGDAiiy
We 're still in 
business.
EIQ>rral Bookstore
D iscounted 20% for the mash will be Gifts, Office Supplies, School Supplies,
Art, Craft and Technical Supplies, Photo Supplies, Cal Poly Clothing, Food and many 
more items from our regular stock. Also Save an additional 20% from the already 
discounted price of books in the General Book Department.
^  The store  w ill be closed from  5 - 6pm to prepare fo r th is  sale.
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 13TH, 6 - 9 PM
Underground Audio
Now under new management
Our mission . . .  to be your 
friendly downtown store
Buying, Selling & Repairing 
Used Stereos and VCR'S
Call Russell Bellamy 549-9582 
1130 Garden St. SLO
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WÍ ATIORÍA L
PIZZA
S o  C e l e b r a t e  
w i t h  t h e
E A C I K
PY
nenday-FrMay
4 < 0 d p m
Get a FREE 
Medium Soda 
with a purchase 
of $ l . l o  or more
Backstage Pizza is located downstairs 
in the U.U. Open Mon-Thurs 
10am-10pm,
Fri & Sat 10am-8pm,
Sun Noon-10pm.
• t <
x t
s r
Know, if /  ioKdiculou/. I f  1 don't call my 
parent/ every (unday 3 t exactly 5 o'clock, 
they thir^K I  v^a/ Wdnapped by a/ieni, or 
^omefKing. Anyway, one W a y  m e anol 
K iark.w e decide +o take-off at,d djeckoof 
the city, (o vjeVe Kans/rt^  out and I  look at 
rrxy watch. 5 o clocK. A lh isk  fo my CaI mg 
card 3nd I head down to the local pool haii.
IwhicK I  happen to know ha; a payphone) 
And I  fell the folk/ the M artian ; Send
th e ir  b e ;f.
I AMTniatter where you happen to be, the 
ATcSiT ('ailing Caul can take yon home.
It's also the least expensive way to call 
state-to-state on X\'8c\\ when yon can’t dial direct.
With the new ATcS:T Call and Save Plan, you'll get special 
discounts on AT(S:T (/allir.g ('ard calls* And once von have vonr
CitUH^Card
KS« OfiP W188 LtH 
• .■
1 i»iioimi toth.CM
t>bi> > >C
card, x'on’ll ne\er need to apply for another.
If you get your Calling Card now, yonr first call 
will be free.** And you’ll become a member of 
.ATcSiT Student Sa\er Idns, a program of products 
and services that saves students time and money 
All of which makes the A1’<S:T Calling Card out of this world.
To get an MSS Calling Card, call 1800 654-0471 Ext. 850.
h*'' \ l.\1 * e« il Iti t jl lis.»» ihiidIh I fc« iVi.ii '  * * >111 li M M i»i ■1 ** '  ' \J N? I 1> I I i IiIk jtt i «nil'jk in l«> ni'iNih '  -H «.m? . 1  «lin\ 1 «li.ili «t «iM>t t«« «»u»: iiujit jimI mm -Ki -ih! » j IImic Imm «! x i fJI« '
, lliMt'i «' s " ' V<(> «i«il«l 'ikMt x h "I I in '11.1«' 'hliiii •> >«)h II •' ««ti«' - \<«i I iH I >Mi' '•inilt «1 !•' ••n« .«t i.lk lit |k 1 ’>tu«hltl
AT&T
"So, I stood there for a second watching. 
A ll of a sudden a man's face appeared in 
the window. He saw me and jumped
away."
See story on page 
------ O N E --------
Cal Poly Student
're still in 
business.
THE HA2AREHE COLLEGE FEUOW SHIP PRESENTS...
JANINE TARTAGLIA
ON FRIDAY OCT. 9TH IN THE U.U 
ROOM 220-11 T012
FORMER CAL POLY "ALUMNUS OF THE YEAR" JANINE WAS A 
REPORTER-ANCHOR FOR NBC-TV IN LOS ANGELES.
CiassifieD
Campus Clubs
*SAM*
Presents: BOB WARREN 
Vice Pres ot Bank o( America 
SLO Branch * TODAY *
Mtgs TH 11am Bid 06 Rm 123
180 SPC m)rs. lost If found 
please return to Sci North rm. 
202 O llam .Thurs. 1st mtg. of 
Worn -Come out and get involved!
APPRECIATE
WINE
VINES TO WINES MEETING 
guest spkr on Australian Wirtes 
Tues. Oct 13 7:30pm 10-206
Azn
The Co-ed Professional 
Business Fratemify 
FALL RECRUTITNG 
-10^8 Meet the Chapter 
7:30 pm Sandwich Plant 
-10/10 Day in the Park 
10:00 am Meadow Park 
•10/12 M ocklalla 
7:30pm Location TBA 
-10/14 Professional Speaker 
7:00pm Graphic A rts Rm. 104 
-10/14 Rap Session-Theme Party 
4:00pm UU Plaza-Party •  9pm
N utrition  C lub Meeting 
Thursday Oct. 8 11:00am 
Fisher Sd. Room 286
PRE-PT CLUB
Gen Info Mtg.Ocf 8.THURS 
11-12.Bldg52A-4
ROSE FLOAT CLUBis selling 
Roses today in the U.U.Help 
support Cal Poly’s 45th float 
entry. Buy a Rose!
SHPE
General meetir^g 
New Student rep elections 
Bldg 52,room E27 6pm
Announcements
ASI
CAMPUS STANDING COMMITTEE 
APPOINTMENTS 
GET INVOLVED IN YOUR ASI! 
APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE IN 
UU217-A
ASI
STUDENT RELATIONS COMMITTEE 
APP’S NOW AVAILABLE UU 217A 
DUE 10/15. LOOKING FOR 
FRIENDLY MOTIVATED STUDENTS 
AIXAJNIX EXP. A PLUS X1291
ASI
CULTURAL RELATIONS COMMITTEE 
POSITIONS OPEN FOR: STUDENT AT 
LARGE. AFRICAN AMERICAN, AND 
ASIAN AMERICAN STUDENT 
APPS AVAILABLE UU217A DUE 9/16
ATTN:REC ADMN 
HE.MIL SCUT 
STUDENTS
BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
QUESTION AND ANSWER TIME 
EVERY TUES. FROM 4:30 TO 5PM 
UU218
Announcements]
CASH lor COMICS & GAMING ITEMS 
-or Trade Credit! New comics 
every Friday - New games weekly! 
THE SUB COMICS & POSTERS 
785 Marsh St-SLO 541-3735
CHEAP THRILLS & RECYCLED 
RECORDS PAYS THE MOST CASH FOR 
USED CD’S.TAPES & VIDEO GAMES 
LOWEST PRICES & HIGHEST TRADES 
783 MARSH SLO 544-0686
DELTA SIGMA 
PHI 
(DSP)
SWEETHEART 
RUSH ’92
Thur.Oct.8 G raffiti Party 8pm 
Sat.Oct.10 Around the W orld 
Party 8pm
Sun.Oct.11 Brunch w ith the 
Brothers 11am
Mon.ATues.Oct.12&13 Interviews
Events O 244 Callfomia Blvd.
For tide or into call:543-9818
Did You Know?
El Corral Computer Dept has 
recently opened the Computer 
Convenience Center located In 
the A ir C onditioning Bldg.(12-102) 
We se ll D isks,School Supplies 
AMore. Hours M-Th 9am-9pm F 9-4
GMAT GRE LSAT 
TEST PREP!
CALL THE PRINCETON REVIEW ANY 
TIME AT 995-0176 IN CAYUCOS.
HAPPY 19TH BIRTHDAY. SABRINA! 
LOVE YA! YOUR ROOMIES.
HEY YOU!!!
Backstage Pizza is looking for 
performers to brighten up 
their stage. (Bands, solo 
artists, speakers, poets, etc.)
For more info on how you can 
p l^  drop by Backstage or . 
caH 756-4089--ask 4 Jeanette
HOMECOMING
THUROCT15 KICKOFF 11-12UUPLAZA 
FRI16 LAUGH OLYMPICS 2-4WOWLawn 
SAT17 HOMECOMING PARADE 11DWNTN 
FOR MORE INFO 756-2586
MUSTANG DAILY 
CLASSIFIEDS
HAS A CONVENIENT DROP BOX 
LOCATED AT THE U.U. INFO DESK.
THE ADS WILL BE PICKED UP DAILY 
AT 11:00 AM.
NEXT WEEK
PRINTS OF PICASSO, MONET. VAN 
GOGH AND OTHERS ON SALE NEXT 
MONDAY THRU FRIDAY AT EL 
CORRAL BOOKSTORE - LOW PRICES
WOWCOUNSELORS
FOR A GREAT WOW REUNION ENTER 
THE HOMECOMING PARADE 
FOR MORE INFO GINA 547-9524
Personals
30% • 50% OFF WOMENS SWIMWEAR 
DAFFY CRUZ RAISINS AND MORE! 
THE SEA BARN, AVILA BEACH
HAS SOMEONE YOU LOVED DIED? 
HOSPICE GRIEF SUPPORT GROUP, 
FULL CIRCLE WILL START TUESDAY 
OCT.6 FROM 4-5:30 IN THE 
WELLNESS CENTER OF THE HEALTH 
SERVICES BUILDING. FOR 
INFORMATION CALL 544-2266
Seekin SHARON from GRENADA for 
JOB Donald y Cyndy 262 Front 
Avila Beach 595 7 ^ 3
WITH YOUR POLY ID GET 75% OFF 
YOUR FIRST MONTH AT PAT 
JACKSON S AMERICAN DANCE 
NEW STUDIO 2074 PARKER ST 
(NEXT TO SMART AND FINAL) 
543-4409 NEW STUDENTS ONLY 
ENDS NOV. 15TH
Greek News viM S'ft*'-'» '
Be strong, be tig h t, be proud, 
and look forw ard to  our k ick 
ass future.
YITBOS
CONGRATULATIONS TO ANN SAWDAY 
AND KARA ECKENRODE ON THEIR 
RECENT £X AND BGR ENGAGEMENTS 
BEST WISHES LOVE YOUR SISTERS 
GAMMA PHI BETA
FOB Congratulates the gkis 
Soccer team lor their awesome 
win last weekend against UCLA 
good luck tomorrow!
rOB Welcomes the ChTs
We love you guys .Get excited 
for the best year ever!
ORDER OF Q
SOCIAUMTG TONIGHT 5:30pm O 
JAIME'S. CALL KELSEY 545-5816
RUSH E0E
FRI 7:00 DANCIN’ IN THE SAND 
PORT SAN LUIS
MON SIG EP SMOKER INVITE ONLY
IK
The hurricane parly was great 
Tharrk you
Lost & Found 
FOUND
WOMEN’S EVENT 
WATCH In Lot 
Behind BLDG13 
Call 545-0985
Opportunities“
FOUND BRACELET ON OCT 29 CALL 
542-0932 AND DESCRIBE TO CLAIM
LOST
SORORITY PIN ON CAMPUS NEAR 
FISCHER SCIENCE BLDG. OR 
PERIMETER 
REWARD
PLEASE CONTACT 541-1096 
ASK FOR KELLY
LOST HP CALCULATOR 10/4 
at Lbrary REWARD C a l 547-0356
GREEKS*& CLUBS 
RAISE A COOL
$1000
IN JUST ONE WEEK!
PLUS $1000 FOR THE 
MEMBER WHO CALLSI 
No obligation. No cost.
You also get a FREE 
HEADPHONE RADIO 
just for calling 
1-800-932-0528, Ext. 65
id!?''' Services
KI
WE'LL BE R&MPN' '
FRIDAY AT THE 
ROMPER ROOM FEST 
ALPHA OMICRON PI 
PI KAPPA ALPHA 
SIGMA KAPPA 
SIGMA PHI EPSILON
ZETAS!
WHO NEEDS A THEME WHEN WE'VE 
GOT A BAND, OUR DATES, AND 
THE OLD PORT INNt GET EXCITEDI 
•T-SHIRT NOT INCLUDED*
FINANCIAL AID
OUR PROFESSIONAL STAFF WILL 
ASSIST YOU IN LOCATING MONEY.
CALLCFSP FOR INEXPENSIVE 
GUARANTEED RESULTS. 772-1710
MONEY FOR 
COLLEGE 
GUARANTEED
FOR FREE INFORMATION CONTACT 
STUDENT SOURCE (805) 473-3281
NEED MONEY FOR COLLEGE? 
CALL EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES 
(805) 646-4867
STUDY HELP!
Falling Behind? CALL 773-3010
TUTORING: ALL LEVELS OF MATH. 
CHEM, BIO. ELM/MAPE PREP.
9 YRS EXP MICHAEL 773-3342
Word Processing
CLASSIFIED COMPUTER 543-0321 
ALL TYPING A WORD PROCESSING 
FAST A ACCURATE MON-SAT 10-5
LOW-RATE LOCAL WORD-PROCESSING 
GREAT FONTS! CALL MARY 481-5143
STRESSED OUT?
Serrior Project/Thesia/Paper 
Help la here.l can type,edit, 
ro o f your work. Laaer Printa. 
C. Free p/u A del’y. Low Rate 
fo r atudenta-l waa one once! 
Mary 541-5022
PAID MANAGEMENT INTERNSHIP 
GAIN MARKETING.SALES.CUSTOMER 
SERVICE.PROOUCTION ACCOUNTING, 
A HUMAN RELATIONS EXPERIENCE 
FROM THE LARGEST CORPORATION 
IN THE INDUSTRY WITH THE 
LONGEST PROVEN TRACK RECORD 
WE GUARANTEE $2500 IN COMPEN­
SATION WITH VAST OPPORTUNITY 
FOR MORE.CALL STUDENT WORKS 
PAINTING (FORMERLY STUDENT 
PAINTERS) 
1-800-394-6000
LIMITED POSITIONS AVAILABLE
^Employment
SUMMER MGMT. INTERSHIPS 
Positions limited. Gain val. 
exp. managing 6-8 employees, 
customers, arid suppliers. Avg. 
earnings 6-16,0004-. Call 
'University Painting Pros' 
Inlo/appl. C al 800-525-5877.
For Sale
Events
GRASS VOLLEYBALL 
DOUBLES TOURNAMENT 
MENS.WOMENS.MIXED 
10/10Ä10/11 ALL DAY 
$14 Per team 
FOR MORE INFO X-1366 
CAL POLY REC SPORTS
Opportunities
'CAUTION: Make no investments before 
investigating adverlisem erts in 
Opportunities which require 
Investments in stock sarrples, 
equipment or cash bonds.
Alaska Summer Employment-fisheries. 
Earn $600-f/vi(eek in canneries or 
S4,0004/month on fishing boats.
Free transportation! Room & Board! 
Male or Female. For errployment 
program ca l 206-545-4155 ext .A6005
/?
Ü
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CM. HoTmiMG. I  WNS JVJSr 
TWIKWMG. MM6E. \F '(OJ m  
TWe TliAE, ÏQU MO I  COOLD 
DO k FA m R-soK  m o  Of , 
?R0ÆCT. '(O'jyCMOW, WST I 
•mtTYiOOFOS. I
V(WN Of COURSE WE CAM •' 
m r s  MORE IMPORIAHT THAN 
M S .' SURE, WHM WOOU) 
NOU L\yCE 
K) OOr*
'fOU’RE OLD ENOUGH TO BUÏ
FIREARMS AMO ______ -
EXPLOSWES,
R\GWT=» ^
___________ ^
Ergonom drafting chair & drafting 
table Excellent condition 
Must sell BOTH $250 927-1357
FURNISH YOUR APARTMENT CHEAP! 
WE’VE GOT ALL YOU NEED TO SET 
UP HOUSE! GOODWILL WAREHOUSE 
OUTLET 870 INDUSTRIAL WY 
M-SAT 10-4 RETAIL STORE 
712 MARSH 7 DAYS A WEEK.
IBM 286 PSI 30 Mg Hd 2 Mg RAM 
w/sottware arxj mouse $750 
Ph# 545-9770
MAC PLUS w/ TWO 20 hd’s Imagewriter 
II w/sheet feeder All $1000 927-1357
STUN GUNS STOP TROUBLE. Protect 
yourseV with legal, 80,000 - 
150,000 volt stungurrs. 528-5018.
Automobiles
1987 VW Cab
red/wht 35000ml a/c autom atic 
cruise contro l great condition 
$7900 call Susan «544-1002
Roommates
Female Roommate needed to take 
over lease at Murray St.Station 
Only 225mfK>. Alicia (916)342-2807
Rental Housing
RENT TO OWN MOBLE HOME 
NEW ROOF & SOUTHWEST INTERIOR 
22K-20%DN-$365.36 PER MO 5YRS 
CALL 481-5449 OR 481-7359
Homes for Sale
0 BEST PRICED CONDOS & HOMES 
LISTED FREE SPECIALIZING IN
STUDENT/PARENT INVESTMENTS. 
INFORMATION PACKET AVAILABLE ON 
CAMPUS CALL MARGUERITE 
541-3432 CENTURY 21-SLO PROP.
01 BUYING A HOUSE OR CONDO? 
FOR A FREE LIST OF ALL LEAST 
EXPENSIVE HOUSES & CONDOS
FOR S/U.E IN SLO,CALL STEVE NELSON 
543-8370-FARRELL SMYTH R/E.
Religious
ST ANNE BYZCATH-MASS9a-SUN10a 
222 FOOTHILL 543-8883
D O N ' T  B E  L E F T  O U T !!
Cal Poly Organizations and Club Presidents:
•Saturday, October 17:
ACTIVELY PARTICIPATE IN THE PRE-GAME-WARM UP
• SET UP A BOOTH I
SELLING FOOD, T-SHIRTS, OR RECRUITING NEW MEMBERS
•Contact student Life and Activities i
FOR APPLICATION FORMS (UU 21 7B)
•Make a difference
AND BECOME A PART OF A NEW HOMECOMING TRADITION!!!!!
CAL POLY
SPO
Recreation Center
Student Employment
Opportunities
Weight Room Staff
DirfcC! supervi' 
p ariicpan is  d 
r lD il ity  to o ri“  
v’.Hioht
ion of the Weiaht Room equipment and 
Sring Informal Fwaeation hours. The 
It F ^ d p a n ts  in the proper usage of 
irdiovascular equiprnent is required.
int-Line Service Staff
fy lon ', 
o tficy  
pO SitlO f 
?yr\iice .r(
toring the entranoe counter and performing 
frictions. In tNs demanding, high volume 
an emphasis is ptaced on customer 
id satisfaction.
Facilit:f  Supervisors
D irect su p e 'v r- 
and ta c ilitie ?  r.
ion and management of Reaeational Sports programs 
uring early morning, evening, and weekend hours.
L i f e r i T .ards
D irect s
C jP 'e '''i
S upplì;
ision of the pool and deck area during Informal Recreation hours. 
Lifeguard Training, Community CPR and First Aid, induding Title XXII 
mentary First Aid certifications required.
ness Instructors
Aerobics, Aqua Aerobics, etc.)
;isible for overall instruction and safety of spedatized fitness dasses.
Fit' »
(Step'
RespO!
Interested individuals may pick up an application and job description at the
Recreational Sports Office. The timeline for the selection process is!
•  A pplications accepted beg inn ing  
Monday, Sept. 28
• Application deadline Friday, Oct. 30
•  An Em ploym ent Inform ation Session 
will be held  Tuesday, Oct. 13 at 7p.m. 
in  Chum ash 207
•  In terv iew s conducted from Nov. 2 u n til 
Nov. 13
• All app lican ts w ill be notified  of the ir 
s ta tu s by Friday, Nov. 20
•  Em ploym ent O rientation  begins the 
w eek of Nov. 30
Cal Poly Recreational Sports 
is committed to achieving 
excellertce through cultural 
diversity and actively 
encourages applications 
from women, persons of 
color, persons of disability, 
and individuals from other 
underrepresented groups.
Equi
R esponsib l
loment Room Staff
dor equipment check out, equipment fees, and locker rentals.
C a l l  7 5 6 -1 3 6 6
